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Theoretical basis of FE simulation software package
Daigoro Hayashi
Simulation Tectonics Laboratory, Faculty of Science,
University of the Ryukyus, Okinawa, 903-0213, Japan.

Abstract
Theoretical basis of a FE software package is explained in term of the theory of finite
element method, 2D elastic FE problem, fault analysis, physical property of rocks. Flow

chart and function of the FE software package is added to see the perspective view among
many programs. The aim of the paper is to show the soundness of the FE software package

which is used in the Simulation Tectonic Laboratory.

Introduction
I have published about 20 papers cooperated with the students who belong or belonged to
my laboratory, the Simulation Tectonics Laboratory, University of the Ryukyus shown on
Table 1. As I am the advisor of graduate students who should write tectonic articles
necessary for acquiring Ph.D., it is requested me to write the theoretical base of the FE

package to prove its soundness. They have used these FE softwares developed by me to
calculate stress and to analyse fault on a couple of famous active tectonic zones in the
world. The FE software package has been continuously improved and revised for over
thirty years from 1972 until now.

After 1996, there are many papers where numerical simulation has done by using FE
software package as picked up on Table 2. We see on the Table 2 the well known packages
as TECTON, ANSYS, ADELI, ABAQUS, FEVPLIB, LAGAMINE, BASIL and MicroFEM.

I will describe the basis of my FE software package from the next section.

Theory of finite element method
When

we

solve

complex

simultaneous

partial

differential

equations

under

complicate

boundary condition, it is important for geoscientist to handle certain method to solve such

equations (Gudehus, 1977; Hayashi, 1989).
The finite element method (FEM) is valuable from this point of view, because this is the
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Table 1: Papers published by D.Hayashi and his students from the Simulation Tectonics

Laboratory (see References)
No

Authors

Year

Area

1

2001

Lu,H. and Hayashi.D.

Okinawa Trough

2

2002

Alam,M.M. and Hayashi,D.

Nepal Himalaya

3

2003

Alam,M.M. and Hayashi,D.

Nepal Himalaya

4

Howladar,M.F. and Hayashi,D.

Himalaya

5

HowIadar,M.F. and Hayashi,D.

Himalayas

6

Morishita,T. and Hayashi,D.

accretionary wedge

Otsubo,M. and Hayashi,D.

Ryukyu arc

Chamlagain,D. and Hayashi,D.

Nepal Himalaya

9

Hamid,M.S. and Hayashi,D.

Red Sea rift system

10

Howladar,M.F and Hayashi,D.

Himalayan major thrusts

7
8

2004

11
12

2005

13

14
15

2006

16
17

Shiokawa,K. and Hayashi,D.

Izu collision zone

Chamlagain,D. and Hayashi,D.

Thakkhola half graben

Morishita,T. and Hayashi,D.

Hidaka thrust system

Sunagawa,Y. and Hayashi.D.

Nankai Trough

Chamlagain,D. and Hayashi,D.

Thakkhola half graben

Howladar,M.F and Hayashi,D.

Himalayan thrusts system

Talukder, M.W. and Hayashi.D.

Central Andes

Chamlagain,D. and Hayashi,D.

Himalayan fold-and-thrust belt

19

Dwivedi,S.K. and Hayashi,D.

Red Sea rift

20

Islam,M.R and Hayashi.D.

Central Andes

21

Sunagawa,Y. and Hayashi.D.

Nankai Accretionary prism

18

2007

most powerful technique to calculate the differential equations which include ordinary

differential equation (ODE) and partial differential equation (PDE) of both linear and
non-linear types

(Lanczos,

1974; Washizu,

1975; Bathe et al.,

1977; Zienkiewicz,

1977;

Glowinski et al., 1979)
Figure 1 shows how many methods we have here in order to solve PDE.
The Method of Weighted Residuals
Fig.l,

and

the difference between

(MWR)

is classified into Classical and Modern in

Classical and Modern is due to how

to

take the

interpolation function. If we take one interpolation function for whole domain concerned,
it is called classical. On the contrary, taking a local interpolation function for a local

domain, it is called modern. Since the classical method has a defect that it is difficult to
satisfy the governing equation throughout whole region

with only one interpolation

function, many numerical analysts prefer to take modern way, that is, FEM.
Then, there are three ways to explain FEM.

(1) By the Galerkin method, this is possible for all the problems.
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Table 2: FE simulation software packages for tectonic analysis used by various authors

(see References)
No

Year

Package

authors

function

Name
1

1996

2

3

TECTON

Beekman.F. et al.

ANSYS

Golke.M. et al.

3D

ANSYS

Beekman,F. et al.

2D elastic plastic

4

ADELI

Hassani.R. et al.

2D elastic plastic

5

ABAQUS

Gabriel,G. et al.

3D elastic

1997

6

7

1998

FEVPLIB

Bott.M.H.P.

TECTON

Lesne.O. et al.

2D elastic viscous (plane

ANSYS

Munoz-Martin.A. et al.

2D elastic (plane stress)
2D

stress+ fault)
8
9
10

1999

11

TECTON

Huang,S. et al.

LAGAMINE

Barnichon.J.D. et al.

2D

ADELI

Vanbrabant,Y. et al.

2D elastic plastic

TECTON

Vanbrabant,Y. et al.

Elastic plastic

13

FEVPLIB

Zhang.G. et al.

Elastic plastic (+fault)

14

ANSYS

Moisio,K. et al.

Elastic plastic

15

ADELI

Cattin.R. and Avouac.J.P.

16

ADELI

Tang.J.C. Chemenda.A.I.

Elastic plastic
Elastic

12

2000

ANSYS

Rijken.P. and

18

BASIL

Biermeier ,C.et al.

19

ANSYS

Lynch,J.C. and

ADELI

Hardacre,K.M.,

17

20

2001

2003

3D elastic viscous

CowieP.A.
21

22

2004

23

MicroFEM

Wissing.S.B. and

ABAQUS

Kenis.I. et al.

ADELI

Berger,A. et al.

24

2005

ABAQUS

Dyksterhuis.S. et al.

25

2006

ANSYS

Henk,A.

ANSYS

Parsons, T.

26

Plastic viscous

(2) By the variational method, if there is variational principle.

(3) By the principle of virtual work/power, if the functional bears its physical meaning.

Since the explanations by (1) and (2) need more other mathematical knowledges, I choose
(3) in this time. Fortunately in case of linear elasticity and viscous flow the functionals
have physical meaning.

We discuss
generality.

here

2D elastic case

in

order to derive

the stiffness equation

without

Daigoro Hayashi
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I Analytical |
FDM

(variational method - Rayleigh-Ritz method)

<£■

i— Collection method
i— Classical

Momentum method
— Least square method

MWR

I Numerical

Galerkin method

Least square method

V

Modern

Galerkin method - variational method

FEM

Others

Statistical method - Monte Carlo method
Modelling
Scale model method

Fig.l. Method for solution of partial differential equation

2D elastic problem
The

principle of

virtual

work

is

described

that

the

external

work

done

by

virtual

displacement equals the internal work done by virtual strain.

Let us consider a certain element within a domain concerned as shown in Fig.2. When

small displacement U,,

which is called virtual displacement, is applied to deform the

element without disturb the balance of system, the external work is written as

W=(u")rf, where ur =

n*

and

V =

While taking ? as virtual strain derived from virtual displacement and s as stress, the
strain energy of the element are shown as

U= U*Vs dS
s

According to the principle of virtual work, both must be equated.
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2

U

Fig.2. Force vector and virtual displacement vector work at each nodal point in a certain finite
element

W=U

(r)7 P = j te)rs dS

(1)

Then, to obtain the practical form of (1), we assume the displacement within element as a

function of coordinates. Since the simplest relation is linear, we take linear relation as
follows.

u—ao+a,Xi

= (1

Xi

X2)

=ca

Substituting the values of coordinate and displacement at nodes into this equation, we
have

=(1

xN\

Writing in vector form.

u' =

Ui

1
1

Xn

X31

X32

a=Ca
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The coefficient vector a is derived from the equation,

a=C"1u<?

, where

1

C~

A 31

A,,

A 21

A 12

A 22

A 32

AI:«

A 23

A 33

~ A

and

A=det C and A<,=co/"actor of C

Therefore, the inner displacement is represented in terms of nodal displacements.

«=cC"1ue=—— (A n+ A12X1+ A13X2

A 2i + A 22X1 + A 23X2

A

A:)i+ A 32X1+ A 33X2)11'

Replacing as 0iV =— (A m + A N2Xi + A mx2)
A

, we have u=(t>,\- uN

Since we will consider 2D situation, displacement has 2 components as U\ and u%.
Ui=0,v U.vi

Writing them in vector form,

|uj

[01

02

[0

0

03

0

0

0

0

0, 02 03

Then, exchanging the order of nodal displacements,

Ul2

j

0i

0

02

0

03

0

U21

U

0

0,

0

02

0

0;

U22
Um

Then, we can represent strain by nodal displacements as
di
€=

e22

0

Ui.i
=

U2.2

=

s2el2.

02.1

0

03.1

0

0

01.2

0

02,2

0

03.2

01.2

01.1

02,2

02,1

03.2

03.1

=Bue

where

B= —
A

'A11

0

A22

0

A32

0

0

A,3

0

A23

0

A33

.Al3

A 12

A 21

A 22

A 33

A;i2_

As for stress vector, according to the constitutive law of elasticity,
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= De

O 12

For example, in case of plane strain
1

D =

v

a + v)(l-2v)

1-v
1

v

1-v

1

0

0

0
l-2u

Then, according to the principle of virtual work,

(u")rf = J

dS

= (r)r [J BT DB dS]ue

f = JT ue
This is called the stiffness equation of element.

Superposing every stiffness equations of element, we

obtain the stiffness equation of

whole domain.

t = Ku

If body force (f6) is considered, the principle of virtual work need be modified as

f - $ fb dSi = I (F)rs dS

Fault analysis
We introduce how the Mohr-Coulomb criterion is combined into the FE software package,
though I already wrote the method of failure analysis in my serial papers (Table 1).
When we consider the analysis in plane strain condition, it is possible to calculate the

value of third principal stress (a*), which is perpendicular to o \— a2 plane using the
equation

o*=v(o,-o2)

(2)

where v is the Poisson's ratio (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970). After comparing the values
of

ai, a2 and a*, we can recognize the newly defined ah o2 and o3 as the maximum,

intermediate and minimum principal stresses respectively. As shown in Fig. 3, the Mohr-

Coulomb criterion is written as a linear relationship between shear and normal stresses,

Daigoro Hayashi
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a
Fig.3. Failure envelope and Mohr's circle in a — r space, c is cohesion. <f> is angle of internal friction.

r =c+ otan(t>

(3)

where c and <f> are the cohesive strength and the angle of internal friction, respectively.

Failure will observe when the Mohr's circle first touches the failure envelope (3). It will
happen when the radius of the Mohr's circle,
distance from the center of the circle at
. o i+ a „

a i— a 3

= Ccos$+l

failure

According to Melosh and Williams

ox+ a *

(Ji — O :t

,

is equal to the perpendicular

to the failure envelope,

•(4)

jsin(f>

(1989), the proximity to failure

(P/)

is the ratio

between the calculated stress and the failure stress, which is given by

a

P/ =

-

a

-

2

\

;

2
a

\
3

/

a

•(5)

\

\

/

ilure

When the ratio reaches one (P/=l), failure occurs, but when Pf< 1 stress is within the
failure envelope, rock does not fail. The proximity to failure Pf reveals which parts of the
model are close to failure or already failed by generating faults.

The type of faulting has been determined by the Anderson's theory (1951). According to

his theory three classes of faults (normal, strike slip and thrust) result from the three
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principal classes of inequality that may exist between the principal stresses.

I realized the

judgement in the program iailure.state.func in FE package.

Rock layer property
Physical property of rocks is described by density, Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio,

cohision and angle of internal friction. Though the best way to obtain these values is to
measure in field, this is usually difficult. It is empirically justified that the value of static
Young's modulus is somewhat smaller than that of dynamic Young's modulus. We can
caluculate the dynamic Young's modulus using density, P wave velocity and Poisson's
ratio from the theory of elasticity (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970) as follows.
EpV

1—v

Usually we take the 80% of dynamic Young's modulus as that of static Young's modulus
in our works (Table 1).

According to Christensen (1996), Poisson's ratio can be caluculated using P and S wave
velocities as follows.
1
v

=

1—

1

Vs\2

1

, though we use the value 0.25 as Poisson's ratio usually.

Flow chart and function of the FE software package
Flow chart is shown in Fig.4 and the name, file type and function of the FE software

package are indicated on Table 3. These figure and table include only the stem part
without the part of pre-processor. Usually we produce the geometrical data of model, i.e.

coordinate of nodal point (call as x), map connecting nodal point and element (call as
nod) and property of element (call as india), by the pre-processor.
Figure 4 shows the flow of data. Let us consider that we already prepared model.dat

which is composed of x, nod and india.
Using nodCheck check the nod data. Using modelTrans make the input

data by which we

draw the shape of the model using net.func. This is necessary to confirm the model shape.
Using band we have the band width ibw which is the minimum width of stiffness matrix.
We next prepare the boundary condition

(elas.dat)

and the dimension file of all the

arrays (elas.com and elas.dim).
After runnig elas program we have output files. From the output data we draw stress
figure using stress.func,

displacement vector using displacement.func,

o i contour map

Daigoro Hayashi
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elas.dat i

elas.com and elas.dim

stress.func j—C displacement.June )"~~l GPSdisp

—^^sigmal.func/sigma2.fiinc/siglminus2.func/siglp]us2.fiinc^^

tauMax.func

failure/byerlee I—^stress.failure^—^feilure.state^ye^lce.stat^

frame.displacemcnt ~j

Fig.4. Flow chart of FE software package. Bold frame shows application program. Fine frame means

text data. Ellipse frame indicates drawing application. Line shows the flow of data.

using sigmal.func,

a 2

contour map

using

sigma2.func,

orOi contour

sigmalminus2.func,

a i + o 2 contour map using sigmalplus2.func and

map

using

r m« contour map

using tauMax.func.

If we need to compare the displacement in terms of GPS, the comparable displacement is
calculated by using GPSdisp.

Executing failure we obtain the input file for stress.failure by which stress distribution
within failure elements is drawn. When we run failure.state, arrangement of stress type
within element is indicated.

Stress distribution within failure elements is drawn when we use byerlee and if we run
byerlee.state, arrangement of stress type of all elements is drawn. The difference of
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Table 3: Function or comment of FE software package developed by D.Hayashi
no

program/data name

file type

function/comment

1

model.dat

text

model data composed of point coordinate,
nod, india

2

nodCheck

application

check nod data

3

modeltrans

application

transform

4

net.func

drawing appl.

draw model figure

5

band

application

calculate band width

6

ibw

text

band width of stiffness matrix

7

elas.dat

text

data

8

elas.com

text

dimension of array used in el as program

9

el as

application

elastic program

10

stress, func

drawing appl.

draw principal stress within element

11

displacement, func

drawing appl.

draw

12

GPSdisp

application

13

sigmal.func

drawing appl.

draw contour map of °i

14

tauMax.func

drawing appl.

draw contour map of Tmax

15

failure

application

calculate

model.dat

to

drawing

data

for

net.func

for

a

model

composed

mainly

of

boundary condition

displacement

vector

at

each

nodal

point
calculate displacement for comparing GPS
data

failure

element

using

Mohr-

Coulomb criterion
16

byerlee

application

calculate

failure

element

using

Byerlee's

criterion
17

stress.failure

drawing appl.

draw stress within failure element

18

failure, state

drawing appl.

draw stress state of failure element

19

mesh

application

create model-frame data

20

frame, stress

drawing appl.

draw stress enclosed by model-frame

21

frame, failure

drawing appl.

draw stress within failure element enclosed
by model-frame

former program failure and byerlee is the failure criterion. The failure criterion of failure
is the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, while that of byerlee is Byerlee's theory.

Using mesh we obtain the mesh data file with which we draw the stress distribution

encircled by the frame of model. Using the mesh data file we draw the stress within
failure element and displacement vector encircled by frame using frame, failure/frame,
byerlee and frame, displacement, respectively.
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